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Abstract With the rapid growth of grid-connected wind

power penetration level, it is necessary to study the impacts

of wind power on power system stability. The small-signal

stability of power systems with large-scale wind power is

explored using the eigenvalue analysis method. A prototype

sample system, the two-synchronous-generator system with a

wind farm, is proposed for theoretical analysis. Then, sim-

plified models of wind turbines (WTs) and the corresponding

equivalent models of wind farms are analyzed. Three kinds of

typical WT models, i.e., squirrel cage induction generator,

doubly-fed induction generator, and permanent magnet syn-

chronous generator are used. Furthermore, based on the

simplified equivalent models, effects of large-scale wind

farms on the electromechanical oscillation modes (EOMs) of

synchronous systems are discussed. Simulation results indi-

cate that wind farms of the three kinds of WTs have positive

effects on EOMs. However, long transmission lines con-

necting wind farm to the system may produce negative effects

on the small-signal stability of the system.
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1 Introduction

With increasing grid-connected wind power penetration

level, wind farms cannot be simply modeled as negative

load. In addition, the dynamic behaviors of wind turbines

(WTs) and its effects of transmission lines need to be

considered. Therefore, we discuss the small-signal stability

of power systems with large-scale wind power.

Many studies were focused on wind power modeling and

small-signal stability analysis, however, there is no consis-

tent conclusion on the problem because of different system

models and operating conditions [1]. In general, new rotor

angle stability (or called the synchronism stability) problems

are not introduced by WTs due to the asynchronous char-

acteristics of squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG),

doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), and the full-scale

converter of permanent magnet synchronous generator

(PMSG). However, the electromechanical oscillation modes

(EOMs) of synchronous systems can be affected by grid-

connected wind power. According to [2–4], the effects of

large-scale wind farms can be either detrimental or benefi-

cial, depending on many factors, such as wind speed,

capacity, and connecting point of wind farms, length of

transmission lines connecting wind farms to the system, and

original structure of power systems, etc. Thus, the effects of

wind farms on EOMs need to be further discovered.

In this paper, we present the eigenvalue analysis method

and the prototype sample system for small-signal stability

with wind power. Then, the simplified models of three

kinds of WTs and the corresponding equivalent model of

wind farms can achieve faster calculation speed. Further-

more, based on the simplified equivalent models, the sim-

ulation in MATLAB demonstrates the effects of the wind

power on EOMs of synchronous systems.

2 Eigenvalue method and prototype system

for small-signal stability

Small-signal stability is the ability of a power system

to maintain synchronism when subjected to small
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disturbances [5]. The disturbance is considered to be small

if the equations for describing the resulting response of the

system can be linearized. And the eigenvalue analysis is

the most critical method in small-signal stability studies.

2.1 Eigenvalue method

The dynamic model of the power system can be

described by differential algebra equations (DAEs) as:

x
� ¼ f ðx; y; uÞ;
0 ¼ gðx; y; uÞ;

(
ð1Þ

where x, y, and u are differential state variables, algebra

state variables, and control parameter of systems, respec-

tively. During the steady-state, all the derivatives equal

zero and the equilibrium points (x0, y0, u0) can be

calculated.

When subjected to small disturbances, (1) can be line-

arized as (2) and control parameters are considered as

constants:

D x
� ¼ ADx þ BDy;

0 ¼ CDx þ DDy:

(
ð2Þ

From the above equation, it can be obtained that

D x
� ¼ KDx: ð3Þ

Defining K ¼ A � BD�1C as the state matrix, which

contains dynamic characteristics of the system. A pair of

complex conjugate eigenvalues is k ¼ r � jx, which refers

to an oscillation mode. The oscillation frequency f and

damping ratio n are given by:

f ¼ x
2p

;

n ¼ �rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ x2

p ;

8><
>: ð4Þ

where n determines the rate of amplitude attenuation of the

oscillation.

2.2 Prototype system

Electromechanical oscillation mode (EOM) refers to the

oscillation mode which is strongly correlated to the rotor

speeds and rotor angles of synchronous generators (SGs).

The system containing nSGs has n-1EOMs. To study the

effects of wind power on EOMs of synchronous system,

the prototype model must contain at least two SGs. The

simplest system model is shown in Fig. 1, and the basic

electrical parameters are presented. The base power is

100 MW and each reactance X in Fig. 1 is the sum reac-

tance of the corresponding line and transformer.

The dynamic model of SGs is presented in [6], including

three-order generator model, three-order excitation model,

and three-order speed control model. And without wind

farm, there is a EOM between the two SGs, whose

eigenvalues are -0.273 ± j 9.88.

3 Simplified equivalent WT models

The simplified equivalent models can only be used to

study effects of wind power on EOMs of synchronous

systems, rather than the stability of WT itself.

3.1 Detailed WT models

Detailed mathematical models of three WTs have been

built in [7–10], and the model diagrams are shown in

Fig. 2. In general, SCIG has six-order dynamic model, and

DFIG and PMSG have more than ten-order dynamic

models, thus leading to large computational costs in large-

scale wind power analysis.

3.2 Simplified WT models

Some state variables of WTs have significant impacts on

EOMs of synchronous system, while others affect it less.

To simplify the calculation, the state variables having little

relation with EOMs can be ignored.

If a power system lacks damping torque when it subjects to

small disturbance, continuous electro-mechanical oscillations

will occur. The rotational inertia of SCIG is concentrated in

the shaft model, which mainly offers damping torque. Hence,

the simplified SCIG model just contains the two-mass shaft

model given by (5) to show its effect on EOMs:

2Ht

dxt

dt
¼ Tm � Khs � Dðxt � xrÞ;

2Hr

dxr

dt
¼ Khs þ Dðxt � xrÞ � Te;

dhs

dt
¼ xbðxt � xrÞ;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

Fig. 1 Model of prototype system
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Ht and Hr are the inertia constants of the turbine and

generator, respectively; xt and xr are the angle speeds of

WT and generator rotor, respectively; Tm is the mechanical

torque, Te is the electromagnetic torque; hs is the shaft twist

angle; K is the shaft stiffness coefficient; and D is the

damping coefficient.

SCIG and DFIG are both essential asynchronous gen-

erators. Thus, although DFIG has many complicated con-

trol elements, its behaviors are similar to that of SCIG on

EOMs. In this paper, the simplified model of DFIG is the

same as that of SCIG given by (5), and the effects of

controllers are mainly observed in system load flow.

PMSG has different characteristics compared with SCIG

and DFIG. The full-scale converter isolates the generator

and the grid, thus only grid-side converter model given by

(6) is included in the simplified model

dx1

dt
¼ Pgrid ref � Pgrid;

idg ref ¼ Kp1ðPgrid ref � PgridÞ þ Ki1x1;

dx2

dt
¼ idg ref � idg;

udg ¼ Kp2ðidg ref � idgÞ þ Ki2x2;

dx3

dt
¼ Qgrid � Qgrid ref ;

iqg ref ¼ Kp3ðQgrid � Qgrid refÞ þ Ki3x3;

dx4

dt
¼ iqg ref � iqg;

uqg ¼ Kp2ðiqg ref � iqgÞ þ Ki2x4;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð6Þ

where Kp1 and Ki1 are the proportional and integrating gains

of the active power regulator, respectively; Kp3 and Ki3 are

the proportional and integrating gains of the reactive power

regulator, respectively; Kp2 and Ki2 are the proportional and

integrating gains of the grid-side converter current regula-

tor, respectively; and Pgrid and Qgrid are the active power

and the reactive power of the grid-side converter, respec-

tively; idg and iqg where d and q axis currents of the grid-side

converter, respectively; and ldg and lqg where d and q axis

voltages of the grid-side converter, respectively; and the

subscript ref means the control reference.

3.3 Simplified equivalent WT models

On the basis of simplified models, we use one WT to

equivalently represent the whole wind farm in small-signal

stability studies to further reduce the computing amount, by

extending the WT capacity equal to the output of the whole

wind farm.

If all WTs in the wind farm operate at the same point

and the WT model is presented by per-unit value, the

equivalent WT has the same operating point, and the

equivalent transmission line is equal to all transmission

lines in parallel.

If all WTs are not at the same operating point, the

equivalent operating point needs to be calculated according

to the output of the wind farm. The output of equivalent

WT yields

~Peq ¼
Pn

i¼1 PiPn
i¼1 Si

; ð7Þ

where Pi and Si are the actual values of active power and

capacity of WT No. i, respectively; and ~Peq is the per-unit

value of active power of equivalent WT. According to ~Peq,

the equivalent operating point can be calculated in the

opposite way.

3.4 Performances of simplified equivalent models

Figures 3 and 4 show the performances of simplified

equivalent WT models at the same operating point. Change

tendencies of the prototype system EOM with capacity of

wind farms and wind speeds are figured, and only the

eigenvalues with positive imaginary part are presented (one

EOM corresponds with a pair of complex conjugate

eigenvalues). According to (4), the imaginary part of

eigenvalue shows the frequency of EOM and the real part

shows the damping ratio on the stability of EOM.

The results of detailed, simplified, and simplified

equivalent models are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Since all

WTs operate at the same point, the curves of simplified and

simplified equivalent models are overlapped. From Figs. 3

and 4, it can be concluded that the simplified equivalent

models can well-present the effects of WTs on EOM of

synchronous system, largely reducing the amount of

calculations.

For SCIG, the simplified equivalent model leads to

slightly conservative results (the results are a little closer

to imaginary axis than those of the detailed model). The

ignored state variables of SCIG can increase EOM

stability, but with a less extent compared with the shaft.

Because the dynamic behavior of added controllers in

DFIG can decrease the stability of the system to some

extent, the stability of EOM with DFIG calculated by the

simplified equivalent model is closer to the detailed model

than SCIG (the imaginary parts are closer). And as for

PMSG, due to the full-scale converter, the curves of

detailed, simplified, and simplified equivalent models are

all overlapped. Thus, for these three WTs, the simplified

equivalent model can well-present the change tendencies

of EOM of prototype system with the capacity of wind

farm and wind speed.

To test the performances of equivalent model at differ-

ent operating points, two study cases are designed, there

60 Nan DING et al.
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are 30 WTs in the wind farm. Case 1: wind speeds of 5,

10, and 15 WTs are 9, 11, and 13 m/s. Case 2: wind

speeds of 15, 10, and 5 WTs are 5, 10, and 15 m/s.

Table 1 shows the calculation results as well as errors of

the real parts which represent the EOM stability. The

simplified equivalent WT models also perform well at

different operating points, showing the frequency change

tendencies and damping ratio of EOM. Thus, the sim-

plified equivalent models can be used in discovering the

effects of large-scale wind power on synchronous system

EOM.

4 Effects of wind power on EOMs

Grid-connected wind power would affect the EOMs of

synchronous system because of the dynamic behaviors of

WTs and transmission lines. In this section, the effects of

Fig. 2 Model diagrams of three typical wind turbines
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Fig. 3 Change tendency of EOM of prototype system with capacity

of wind farm (WTs in full load)

Fig. 4 Change tendency of EOM of prototype system with wind

speed (capacity of wind farm 60 MW)
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wind power are discussed based on the simplified equiva-

lent models.

4.1 Influences of WTs

To highlight the influences of dynamic behaviors of

WTs, eigenvalue results based on simplified equivalent WT

models are compared with the results based on constant PQ

node models, namely, treating the wind farm as constant

PQ node without dynamic behaviors. Simulation results are

also shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The results of PQ node models

show the effects of change in load flow on EOM with wind

power, while the errors of simplified equivalent models

and PQ node models reveal the effects of WTs dynamic

behaviors.

Because SCIG and DFIG are asynchronous in charac-

teristics, they can ameliorate the stability of EOM (the

results of simplified equivalent models are farther from

imaginary axis than those of PQ node models). And due to

the full-scale converter, PMSG has little effect on EOM, but

can still improve its stability. On the basis of previous

analysis, it is acknowledged that without wind farms,

the eigenvalues of EOM between the two SGs are

-0.273 ± j 9.88. Figures 3 and 4 show that the damping

ratio of EOM with wind power is lower than the one without

wind power. The results of PQ node models demonstrate that

the change in load flow is the main reason for the decrease of

stability rather than dynamic behaviors of WTs.

In addition, for all these three WTs, lower wind speed

has better EOM stability. At a lower speed, the asynchro-

nous characteristics are dominant in SCIG and DFIG, and

the speed and the power control of DFIG and PMSG

becomes easier (Table 1).

4.2 Influences of transmission lines on EOMs

The transmission lines of the wind farm can also affect

the load flow of the system and EOM. In Fig. 1 X3 is the

sum reactance of the wind farm transformer and trans-

mission line.

Figure 5 shows the change tendency of EOM of proto-

type system with the longer transmission line. The longer

transmission lines may lead to less EOMs stability. In fact,

because regions with abundant wind resources are usually

far from load centers, long transmission lines are

unavoidable for large-scale wind power. Thus, we pay

more attention to the impacts of long transmission lines on

small-signal stability.

5 Conclusion

The simplest system model is used for discovering the

effects of large-scale wind power on EOMs of synchronous

system. The prototype model contains two SGs which can

produce one EOM, and one wind farm is paralleled in the

system.

The simplified equivalent models of three WTs are used

for analyzing small-signal stability.

The simplified WT model of SCIG and DFIG contains

two-mass shaft model, and the simplified model of PMSG

contains a full-scale converter model. The equivalent

model is employed to represent the wind farm by extending

the output power of equivalent WT until it equals the whole

wind farm. Simulation results show that the simplified

equivalent model is suitable for representing the effects of

large-scale wind power on EOMs, no matter the operating

points of WTs are the same or not.

The EOMs of synchronous system can be affected by

large-scale grid-connected wind farms. Simulation results

Table 1 Performances of simplified equivalent WT models at different operating points (eigenvalues of EOM)

Case

no.

SCIG DFIG PMSG

Detailed model Simplified

equivalent

model

Error of

real parts

(%)

Detailed model Simplified

equivalent

model

Error of

real parts

(%)

Detailed model Simplified

equivalent

model

Error of

real parts

(%)

1 -0.276 ± j 9.53 -0.271 ± j 9.53 1.8 -0.260 ± j 9.44 -0.261 ± j 9.48 0.4 -0.258 ± j 9.38 -0.258 ± j 9.38 0

2 -0.303 ± j 9.95 -0.295 ± j 9.97 2.6 -0.280 ± j 9.81 -0.281 ± j 9.90 0.4 -0.272 ± j 9.73 -0.272 ± j 9.73 0

Fig. 5 Influences of transmission lines on EOM of prototype system

(capacity of wind farm 60 MW)
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show that the dynamic behaviors of these three WTs have

positive effects on EOM, improving the stability of EOM.

Furthermore, the lower wind speed usually indicates a

better EOM damp.

However, transmission lines will have adverse effects.

Since most large-scale wind farms are far from load cen-

ters, long transmission lines need wind power integration.

And they usually produce a negative effect on EOM,

decreasing the small-signal stability of the system.
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